RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of works of art, scientific and technical drawings, photographs, and prints and pictorial works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from the names of joint claimants and authors and from variant forms of names are interfiled.
WORKS OF ART

FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

David, position 1. By Bellano. © 19Feb41; H1910. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45165.

David, position 2. By Bellano. © 19Feb41; H1911. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45165.

David, position 3. By Verrocchio. © 11Apr44; H1920. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45068.

David, position 4. Attributed to Verrocchio. © 19Feb41; H1913. Frick Collection (PWH); 21Jan69; R45165.

David, position 6. Attributed to Verrocchio. © 19Feb41; H1914. Frick Collection (PWH); 21Jan69; R45166.

Gansevede, by Benvenuto Cellini. Position 2. © 11Apr44; H1959. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45169.

Heraldic Hercules, by Bertoldo di Giovanni. Position 1. © 11Apr44; H1964. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45069.

Hercules, position 2; Florentine School, late 15th century. © 17Feb41; H1925. Frick Collection (PWH); 21Jan69; R45166.

Hercules, position 2a. By Pollaiuolo. © 11Apr44; H1930. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45066.

Hercules, position 4; Florentine School, late 15th century. © 7Feb41; H1904. Frick Collection (PWH); 21Jan69; R45159.

Honor overcoat, by Giovanni Bologna. Position 3. © 11Apr44; H1961. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45065.

Lady Innes; detail, right hand and ruffles, by Thomas Gainsborough. © 11Apr44; H1955. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45075.

The lover crowned; detail, the lovers, by Jean Honore Fragonard. © 28May41; H2292. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45177.

Miss Mary Edwards; detail, head and bust, by William Hogarth. © 12Mar41; H2305. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45077.

Miss Mary Edwards; detail, left hand, ruffle and dog's head, by William Hogarth. © 28Mar69; R45075. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45178.

Neptune on a sea monster, by Bartolomeo Berenson. Position 2. © 11Apr44; H1962. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45069.

Pietà, by Michelangelo. Position 2. © 11Apr44; H1954. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Mar69; R45165.

Portrait of a Venetian senator; detail, ships and island, by Tintoretto. © 11Apr44; H1963. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45061.

Portrait of himself; detail, face, by Rembrandt van Rijn. © 28May41; H2313. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45080.

Saint Barbara; detail from the Bishop's garden; detail, strolling figures, by Anthony van Dyck. © 28May41; H2298. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45172.

Sir John Suckling; detail, bust, by Anthony van Dyck. © 28May41; H2308. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45073.

16th century Italian carved walnut chest, no.5; detail with coat of arms. © 28May41; J28978. Frick Collection (PWH); 28Apr69; R45042.
WORKS OF ART

WALQUIST, J. A.
Model of Deeds Carillon under erection at Dayton, Ohio. See EDUCATIONAL & MUSICAL ARTS, INC.

WOOD, GRANT.
Spring in the country. See GRAHAM, NAN WOOD.

WOODWARD, CLEVELAND L.
Isaac, the boy who lived in a tent. See CHRISTIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION.
Sharing the feast. See CHRISTIAN BOARD OF PUBLICATION.
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A

ASHLEY (AARON) INC.
American clipper Lightning, by R. MacGregor. © 30Mar42; H2278.
Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PHW); 11Aug69; R467185.
Blue and white, by A. D. Greer. © 3May42; H2349. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PHW); 11Aug69; R467159.
Texas bluebonnets, by Robert Wood. © 2Feb42; H2284. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PHW); 11Aug69; R467157.

B

BARNDA SIENA.
Christ bearing the cross, with donor. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

BATES, FRED M. See KRIEBEL & BATES, INC.

BUTTS, ALFRED M.
Criss-cross. © 4Feb42; H4144. Alfred M. Butts (A); 6Aug69; R466515.

C

CRESTWICK.
The little skipper, reproduction of a work of art by Elizabeth Orton Jones. © 5Jun42; H2495. Crestwick-Hummelwork Sales, Inc. k.a. Crestwick (PHW); 23Sep69; R469075.
The tiny cherub, reproduction of a work of art by Elizabeth Orton Jones. © 5Jun42; H2495. Crestwick-Hummelwork Sales, Inc. (PHW); 23Sep69; R469075.

D

D'ART, ELEANOR.
The boy Jesus. See ST. ANTHONY'S GUILD, PATTERSON, N.J.

ST. ANTHONY'S GUILD, PATTERSON, N.J.
Noel. See ST. ANTHONY'S GUILD, PATTERSON, N.J.

DA SIENA, BARN. See BARNDA SIENA.

DISNEY, WALT.
Joe Cariloca. See DISNEY (WALT) PRODUCTIONS.

DISNEY (WALT) PRODUCTIONS.
Joe Cariloca; 10 different poses of parrot character, by Walt Disney. © 25Jun42; H40351. Walt Disney Productions (PHW); 3Jul169; R464795.

FORE, LAWRENCE.
Vignette: Two allegorical figures, one blowing trumpet & holding scroll. See SECURITY-COLUMBIA BANKNOTE CO.

FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.
Adoration of the Magi, by Atelier of the Large Foreheads. (Limoges enamel, no.4) © 25Nov41; H2192. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472902.
The agony in the garden, by Jean Penicaud I. (Limoges enamel, no.6) © 25Nov41; H2193. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472902.
Antoine de Bourbon, King of Navarre, by Leonard Limosin. (Limoges enamel, no.18) © 25Nov41; H2198. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472908.
Black Hawthorn vase, K'ang Hsi period, 1662-1722; Chinese porcelain. [Beaker-shaped] © 25Nov41; J33554. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.
Black Hawthorn vase, K'ang Hsi period, 1662-1722; Chinese porcelain. [Beaker-shaped] © 25Nov41; J33555. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.
Black Hawthorn vase, K'ang Hsi period, 1662-1722; Chinese porcelain. [Quadrangular] © 25Nov41; J33559. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.
Ginger jar, K'ang Hsi period, 1662-1722; Chinese porcelain. © 25Nov41; J33568. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.

JUPITER.
[Oval dish, reverse] By I. R. (Jean or Joseph Raymond) (Limoges enamel, no.25) © 25Nov41; H2203. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.

Large dish, reverse, by Pierre Raymond. (Limoges enamel, no.25) © 25Nov41; H2206. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472897.

Martyrdom of a saint, by School of Jean Penicaud I. (Limoges enamel, no.10) © 25Nov41; H2194. Frick Collection (PHW); 19Nov69; R472904.
General Biological, Inc.

Fossil angulars, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9918) © 20Nov41; I-29999.

General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467795.

Fossil angulars, monocoelydons, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9931) © 20Nov41; I-29991.

General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467795.

Fossil bryophytes, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9913) © 20Nov41; I-29993.

General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467795.

Fossil conifers, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9912) © 20Nov41; I-29992.

General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467794.

Fossil cordaites, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9918) © 20Nov41; I-29999.

General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467795.

Fossil cycads, cycadales, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F99017) © 20Nov41; I-29998. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467795.

Fossil ferns, filicales, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9901) © 20Nov41; I-29991. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467790.

Fossil horse-tails, equisetales, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9911) © 20Nov41; I-29992. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467790.

Fossil insects, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9910) © 20Nov41; I-29992. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467778.

Fossil seed ferns, cycadofilicales, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9916) © 20Nov41; I-29992. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467778.

Fossil seed ferns, cycadofilicales, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9916) © 20Nov41; I-29992. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467778.

Fossil thallophytes, by Chester A. Newby. (Turt-Nowx fossil chart, no.8F9910) © 20Nov41; I-29992. General Biological, Inc. (PWH); 28Aug69; R467778.

GOEBEL, W.
The doll's doctor, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2445. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469079.

The flower lans, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2444. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469085.

Hello, birds, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2435. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

The little bookworm, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2433. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

The little chemist, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2432. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

The little malman, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2435. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469085.

The little mother, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2435. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469079.

Mother's helper, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2443. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

The sleepy baby, reproduction of a work of art by Berta Hummel. © 5Jun42; R2442. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469079.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.

Goebel, K. W. Goebel Porzellanfabrik Osleau & Wilhelmsfeld k.a. W. Goebel (PWH); 23Sep69; R469076.
10 H 293, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57558. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469105.
10 H 293, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57559. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469106.
10 H 297, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57640. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469106.
10 H 297, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57641. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469107.
10 H 298, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57642. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469108.
10 H 299, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57643. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469109.
10 H 300, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57644. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik See GUTMANN & GUTMANN Co. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469110.
10 H 301, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57645. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469111.
10 H 302, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57646. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469112.
10 H 303, by Berta Hummel. © 2Jan42; K57647. W. Goebel Porzelanfabrik Oesel & Wilhelmshof k.a. W. Goebel (FWM); 23Sep69; R469113.

GOES, A. D. Border Blanks. No.651-671. © 26Mar42; K50381-50386. A. Goes (FWM); 15Dec69; R474312-474507.
GREEN, A. D. Blue and white. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

GRIFFITH, ROBERT L. Gas rotary engine. See HABERMAN, STEVEN.

GUTMANN, BESSIE PEASE. For works by Bessie Pease Gutmann See GUTMANN & GUTMANN Co.

GUTMANN & GUTMANN CO. A call to arms, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51265. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468514.
Good night, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51266. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468513.
In trouble, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51267. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468510.
Jack be nimble, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51268. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468511.
Sweat dreams, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51269. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468512.
Tom, Tom, the piper's son, by Bessie Pease Gutmann. © 17Jul42; K51270. Rose & Albert Immegert d.b.a. Gutmann & Gutmann Co. (FWM); 12Sep69; R468509.

HABERMAN, STEVEN. Gas rotary engine, by Robert L. Griffith. Fig.1-5. © 31Aug42; 113258. Steven Haberman (FWM); 31Oct69; R471485.

HUMMEL, BERTA. For works by Berta Hummel See GUTMANN, W.

IMMENDORF, ALBERT. See GUTMANN & GUTMANN CO.

IMMENDORF, ROSE. See GUTMANN & GUTMANN CO.

JONES, ELIZABETH ORTON. The little skipper. See CRESTWICK. The tiny chub. See CRESTWICK.

KRIEBEL & BATES, INC. Christ in Gethsemane, by Warner Salman. © 2Jan42; R2520. Anthony W. Kriebel & Fred W. Bates d.b.a. Kriebel & Bates, Inc (FWM); 19Sep69; R46529.

LIMOSIN, LEONARD. For works by Leonard Limosin See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

MCGREGORY, R. American clipper Lightning. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

MUELLER (JOSEF) VERLAG ARS SAGRA. A lost dream, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 2Jan42; R475292. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.

THE LOOK OF THINGS. Film no.14. A filmstrip by Otis Elevator Co. © 2Jun41; T33311. Otis Elevator Co. (FWM); 18Jul69; R466488.

MUELLER, JUSTUS F. Mueller-Ward model of prosthognathus macrorhias; left ventral dissection, right dorsal dissection. © 31May42; I-33907. Justus F. Mueller (A); 24Dec69; R474875.

MUELLER, JUSTUS F. Mueller-Ward model of prosthognathus macrorhias; left ventral dissection, right dorsal dissection. © 31May42; I-33907. Justus F. Mueller (A); 24Dec69; R474875.

MOORING, C. Chest of drawers. See HUMMEL, BERTA.

NEWBY, CHESTER A. For works by Chester A. Newby See GENERAL BIOLOGICAL, INC.

NYMAN, WAYNE LEWIS. Battlefield monuments at Gettysburg, Vicksburg and Antietam. See NYMAN, WAYNE LEWIS.

PUSHMAN, ARMAND. For works claimed by Armand Pushman See PUSHMAN, ARSENE.

PUSHMAN, ARSENE. Alone I wait, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53295. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475287.
Autumn melody, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53393. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475290.
Awakening, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53399. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.
Book of life, no.2 painting by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53579. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 23Jul69; R466361.
Dancing girl, painting by Hovey Pushman. Oil painting. © 29Nov69; R50902. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R705999.
Eternal silence, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53391. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475300.
From Buddhist temple, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53395. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.

From Buddhist temple, by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53395. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.

Lost in the Garden. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

LUCAS, CLIFFORD. LIFE'S SUN, by Hovsep Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53579. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 23Jul69; R466361.
Lost illusions, no.2. by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53579. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.

Lost illusions, no.2. by Hovey Pushman. © 2Jan42; R53579. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 24Dec69; R475295.
WORKS OF ART

PUSHMAN, ARSENE.-Con.

Summer twilight, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Mother Earth, by Hovsep Pushman. Oil painting. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

My past dreams, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Persian plate, no.2, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

A Persian plate, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The prince, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Princess and her horse, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Queen of lotus, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Redemption, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Rose leaves, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The Sacred Chinese horse, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The sacred garden, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The sacred horse, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 7Aug41; G38891. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Silver plate, by Hovsep Pushman. Oil painting. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Springtide, by Hovsep Pushman. Oil painting. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Sultanaabad plate, no.3, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Summer twilight, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39394. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

REYNOLDS, JEAN.-Jupiter. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

REYNOLDS, JOSEPH.-Jupiter. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

REYNOLDS, MARTIAL.-Ceres searching for Prosperina. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK. Minerva. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

REYNOLD, PIERRE.-Large dish, reverse. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK. Moses striking the rock. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

S.-ST. ANTHONY'S GUILD, PATERNION, N.J.-The boy Jesus, by Eleanor D'Art.

Summer twilight, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Turkestan, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Twilight of the roses, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Unconquered China, painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Veil of mystery, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The war horse, by Hovsep Pushman. Oil painting. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

The warrior, by Hovsep Pushman. Oil painting. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

When spring comes, by Hovsep Pushman. © 28Jan42; G39374. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 22Dec69; R47539.

Red for the trip, Sandy. [Side view of body of kitten] Drawing. © 27Nov41; G38974. Amanda Schettler (A); 27Nov41; G38974.

Red bouquet, Carrots. [Side view of body of kitten] Drawing. © 27Nov41; G38974. Amanda Schettler (A); 27Nov41; G38974.

La Petite Chose, Carrots. [Side view of body of kitten] Drawing. © 27Nov41; G38974. Amanda Schettler (A); 27Nov41; G38974.

SECURITy-COLUMBIAN BANKNOTe CO.-Vignette: Two allegorical figures, one blowing trumpet and holding scroll. By Lawrence Foss. © 29Jun42; G40399. Security-Columbian Banknote Co., division of United States Banknote Corp. (PWH); 29Jun42; G40399.

SIENA, BARNa DA.-See BARNA DA SIENA.

SUBJECT TO CANCELLATION, Film no.15.-A filmstrip by Otis Elevator Co. © 24Jul41; J33135. Otis Elevator Co. (PWH); 24Jul41; J33135.

UNITED STATES BANKNOTE CORP. SECURITY-COLUMBIAN BANKNOTE CO. DIVISION.-See SECURITY-COLUMBIAN BANKNOTE CO.

WARNER, HEINE.-The Nittany Lion. [Mountain lion crouched, ready to spring] Painting. © 20Oct41; G48954. St. Anthony's Guild (PWH); 20Oct41; G48954.

THE LITTLE LION.-By HEINZ WARNER (A); 80ct69; R46546.